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CHAPTER 1
When the American naval warship landed at the Albert Docks, Liverpool,
England, it unloaded me into a city that immediately depressed and
enchanted me at the same time. How very much like my native Chicago
was this dreary and crumbling port city. The endless blocks of council
houses, pubs, factories and decaying buildings put me in mind of the Near
North Side where I grew up. However, whereas Chicago was constantly
putting up a struggle to renew itself whenever it began to die, the city of
Liverpool appeared to be accepting its death rattles and impending demise
with a strange peace of mind.

I suppose I really had no call to be surprised at the similarities between
Liverpool and Chicago, for I had had almost two months onboard ship to
study my guidebooks, histories and novels about England. Even before I
had embarked upon my voyage across the Atlantic Ocean, I had been an
avowed Anglophile who prided himself on the knowledge I possessed off
all things British.

But, as I was soon to discover, Liverpool isn’t very English. Indeed,
looking back on it now, I realize that none of my books ever really dwelled
upon the port city on the Mersey River. Most of the books that came across
the ocean buried at the bottom of my great sea chest focused upon London,
an England far removed from the one I was entering in both time and space.

Other than a few bare facts about the city, such as how King John
granted it a charter as far back as 1207, and that Nathaniel Hawthorne, the
American novelist, had been an ambassador there, I wasn’t able to find
much information on the place that would be my home for at least the next
two years of my life.

After eight weeks living on a ship, where I earned my passage along
with some spending cash teaching college level courses in art to Naval
personnel, even dank and gray Liverpool seemed most charming to my
pilgrim eyes.

I had arrived in England to take up a two-year visiting lecturer post at
the Liverpool College of Art. I, Dr. Albert Moran, was to be an instructor in
art history, lettering, and illustration.

My friends and family, particularly my parents, had unsuccessfully tried
to talk me out of my ‘Limey adventure’, as they called it, thinking it was
just another one of the ‘Al phases’ that would dry up soon enough. But I



had been restless and rootless at home, and like Melville’s Ishmael, I knew
it was time to push on when I began to have the urge to knock off peoples’
hats. Besides, after some college, a two-year hitch in the Army, followed by
some more college, a brief stint as grammar school teacher, and then an
additional two years in a graduate program to earn my Master of Arts in
Art, followed by yet another three and a half years to earn a Doctorate in
Art History, I had been doing nothing important with my life but hanging
out in Chicago. I had earned my keep by working part time as an instructor
in Renaissance Painters at the Chicago City College night school and
working as a substitute art teacher for a string of Catholic high schools on
the Near North Side. I saved money by living at home with my parents and
three of my blue-collar brothers.

I told people I was just holding on until I sold one of my paintings and
could afford to buy a cottage up in Wisconsin on Lake Geneva. I also told
people that once I had my dream cottage, I would be free to devote the rest
of my life to the pursuit of my art. Peace and quiet, I was certain, would
bring all of my latent abilities out into the open and I would become a
master.

On occasion, I would brag about all the money I would earn and women
I would love. As I waited for the dreams to materialize, I made a few extra
bucks sketching the rural faces of the Midwestern tourists who flocked to
the coffee shops and ale houses of Chicago’s fashionably ‘beat’ Old Town
in search of the growing American counter-culture. I knew all too well that
I was doing nothing with my life, and I was beginning to be overwhelmed
with the weariness and sameness of my existence.

I came across the teaching post at the Liverpool College of Art through
an announcement tacked upon a bulletin board in the Art Department’s
main office at the City College. I immediately applied for the position,
mailing out my professional vita, along with my college transcripts, copies
of my various degrees, and three letters of reference from colleagues
perhaps a bit eager to get me away from Chicago. I also sent along several
samples of my work: water colors, sketches, pencil and chalk works, and
the likes.

I really never expected to be selected for the position, as I fully
expected the competition to be stiff for a chance to work in Merry Ole
England.



I was more than a little bit surprised, as well as frightened, when I was
hired. Sure, it is always a gratifying feeling to be chosen for a position over
the other contestants, yet in the depths of my heart I doubted if I truly
wanted to be away from Chicago for two years. A two-week jaunt across to
Great Britain would be a dream come true, but a two-year stay could be a
nightmare. Looking back now I realize how parochial I was in my way of
thinking. I felt safe on the Near North Side of Chicago, sleeping beneath my
parents’ roof. I loved the comfortable little room where I had grown up in. I
lived and died for the Cubs and the Bears. I enjoyed going to the games
with my brothers who were also my best friends in the world. I worshipped
Mayor Richard Daley, the longtime ruler of my hometown. I knew all the
shops, diners and restaurants along Addison Street and Clark Street. I took a
great delight in singing Irish folk songs with the other drunks on Saturday
nights at O’Leary’s, Finn McCool’s and the Ginger Man. The workingmen,
police officers and newsboys were my pals. But most of all, I didn’t have
the heart to leave Chicago’s Old Town, with its Wells and North Street
Dives where I bartered colors for drinks, drawing pictures to have the loot
so I could hear jazz, blues or the new sound called rock and roll. I had
become a character in my own right in that strange Bohemian world
recently made popular by Jack Kerouac’s curious novel On the Road.
Mostly, I was happy.

When the letter offering the position to me arrived in the mail, I acted
sophisticated and mature, full of talk about all of the cultural benefits I
would rake in from my time in Liverpool. I was full of broad hints of
continental weekends as well. Deep down inside I knew I would miss
Chicago.

Professor Griffith, my contact at the Art College, was at Albert Docks to
greet me and to escort me to his home where I was to stay for a few days
until I found an apartment of my own.

Teddy Griffith turned out to be a delightful and friendly man; one that
many Americans nurtured on old movies about England would have easily
stereotyped as the typical Mr. Chips: at once scholarly, eccentric and kindly.
Teddy’s wife also turned out to be, at least to my eyes, a caricature of the
gentle and genteel English woman.

“Our Albert will be taking digs just a stone’s throw away from the
College. All the arrangements have been made,” Teddy announced to Mrs.
Griffith and I one night at supper.



“Oh, dear, I do hope you’ve found a place fitting for an instructor at the
College,” fretted Mrs. Griffith.

“Come now, my dear, this isn’t Oxford or Cambridge.”
“As long as it’s cheap and quiet I don’t much care, really,” I said

casually, though inward I was excited. I thought Teddy would never get
around to finding me a place of my own. The Griffiths were neat people but
I wanted to strike out on my own. Besides, I hated the feeling of being
underfoot all of the time.

“Cheap it is, my dear fellow. As for the quiet that all depends upon your
definition of the word,” Teddy said cheerfully. “It also depends on how loud
the music is playing.”

“What about music?” I asked dumbly.
“What are you on about, Teddy?” barked the wife.
“Rooms are cheap as all hell, near the College in the 8.”
“Teddy, no!” protested Mrs. Griffith, grabbing her husband by the arm.

“Albert, you simply must refuse to accept it. My husband’s gone stark
raving mad. He’s found you a simply dreadful place in our city’s horrid 8.”

“Dear, don’t scold me so, for I’m sure Al will love it,” chuckled Teddy,
hugging his wife.

“Is this 8 a redlight district or something?” I asked.
“There may be a red light or two there, I rather think, but it isn’t like

your American combat zones or anything that exotic. After all, Liverpool is
still England and not Hong Kong. Rather, the 8 is the part of Liverpool
where all of the area’s poets, painters, musicians, angry young men, rebels
and beatniks hang out. Your Jack Kerouac would feel right at home there, as
would any self-respecting American beatnik, although I’m afraid it is rather
a letdown in comparison to Greenwich Village.”

“Beatniks in England,” I reflected. “I never expected to see any of those
outside of the Village or North Beach or Old Town, where I come from.”

“We’ll have a look see after supper.”
“Teddy?” asked Mrs. Griffith. “Did this Jack Kerouac ever teach at the

Art College?”



CHAPTER 2
It was a lovely August evening with a fair breeze coming in from over the
Irish Sea. The streets of Liverpool were crowded with people, mostly young
ones, enjoying the last balmy evenings of the summer.

My digs were small enough: a dank bedroom, a small living room, an
even smaller dining room (which I intended to use as my studio) and a wee
kitchen with a minuscule window that looked out upon the Roman Catholic
Metropolitan Cathedral of Christ the King and the Anglican Church of
Christ over on Hope Street.

The landlady was a blond, blowsy and busty woman in her late thirties
who also happened to be a widow like so many landladies in English
fiction. Mrs. Lampkin may have even learned her trade from Mrs. Hudson,
the prototypical landlady from the Sherlock Holmes stories. She willingly
agreed to tidy up my rooms and do my laundry for a few extra quid a week,
adding that she would throw in a cup of tea and friendly advice for free.

“I’d say I don’t fancy your job much, Dr. Moran. The Liverpool Art
College, I mean. A right load of scruffy long hairs, if you ask me. And their
lady friends aren’t much better. Mind you don’t mix with the likes of them.
Have you in court for child support if given a chance if you so much as
wink at them, and you such a nice American scholar and all. They’re
failures, one and all, if you ask me. If only you could find a post at Oxford
or Cambridge than you’d see the finest of England’s youth. Such fine
schools, indeed: the pride of the British Isles, they are. I’m sure a gentleman
of your education and background could easily get a position at one or the
other. Let me call me cousin Alfie. He’s a janitor down at Oxford although
he’s so much more than that, and he knows people, he does.”

“Mrs. Lampkin, I think this position in Liverpool will suit me just fine,”
I was finally able to blurt out.

“Oh well, if it pleases you, sir,” she said doubtfully, refilling my cup of
tea. “But don’t be too satisfied with it. Oxford or Cambridge would be the
places to be, sir.”

“I’m sure Dr. Moran will be happy here in our city,” put in Teddy,
giving me a sly wink.

When it was time to leave Mrs. Lampkin gripped my hand and led me
out the door with a sheepish grin across her face.”

“Nice lady,” I remarked when we were back in the streets.



“What’s that then mate?”
“Huh?”
“I’m just using some scouse on you, auld son. This is Liverpool and the

Liverpudlians don’t speak English; they speak ancient scouse, a weird sort
of dialect spoken only in these parts. My friends in the field of linguistics
assure me that scouse is a variation of the Irish brogue and Shakespearean
English with a large pinch of countryside Welsh thrown in.”

“What does scouse mean?”
“It originally referred to a sort of Irish stew the people of the city used

to slap together to eat in the last century when times were hard. You know,
like a Mulligan stew with a little off this and a little bit of that thrown into
it.”

“It sounds very interesting.”
“I say, do you fancy C and W, old man?”
“Are you talking more of the local lingo to me?”
“C and W is what we call your American country and western music in

Liverpool. You should know the sound.”
“Mostly country music comes from the south or the west. Me, I’m from

the far north. In Chicago C and W is considered low brow music listened to
by hicks and hillbillies. However, my dad likes it a bit.”

“Then Liverpool is full of these hicks and hillbillies, for we’re right
batty for the sound.”

“I get the picture.”
“Slim Whitman, do you know him? He’s playing at the Philharmonic

tonight. He’s quite good. Shall we take a look?”
“Sounds good,” I lied, vaguely remembering Slim as a yodeling cowboy

with greasy hair and glittering clothes.
“Then we’re off,” shouted Teddy, apparently a big fan of the rhinestone

cowboy.
I tried to act pleased. but I wasn’t homesick enough to be in the mood

for country music. I thought back to the old George Gogol radio program on
Saturday night that featured the very worst of campy C and W. Then I
thought about how in recent years my father was a big fan of the Barn
Dance television show that was on every Saturday night just before Jackie
Gleason. I couldn’t see how people in England could be remotely interested
in moonshine music from Mississippi.



Nonetheless, the Philharmonic turned out to be a good choice, for the
hall was packed with young men and women. It gave me a chance to get my
bearings on the social scene, as well as the opportunity to look over the
women.

I was almost floored at the long and sustained greeting Slim Whitman
received from the audience, both male and female. I rather thought this side
burned cowboy with his boots, gawdy clothes, slicked back hair and flexing
voice was rather vulgar and third rate.

“I don’t get it, Teddy,” I said after the third or fourth number. “What’s
all the fuss about? Hell, this guy couldn’t even play in the Grand Ole Opry
in Nashville on an off night.”

“You don’t say,” Teddy answered with wide-eyed surprise. I had the
feeling I had hurt his pride by my remark. “Slim is quite the rage these
days. The only person who rivals him is Ernest Tubbs, another Yank who’ll
be playing here next month. We simply must take Mr. Tubbs in. Al, do keep
your opinions about Slim to yourself. Remember, this is Liverpool, where
we’re starved for things that come from your side of the pond.”

Three young women wandered by in the aisle and they greeted Teddy
with great fanfare.

“Mr. Griffith!”
“Hello, ladies.”
“Mr. Griffith, we didn’t know you fancied Slim.”
“Isn’t Slim Whitman gear?”
“We’re so surprised to see you here, sir.”
“Are we behaving ourselves like proper English ladies, Mr. Griffith?”
“Don’t say English, for it stabs me poor Welsh heart.”
Before Slim Whitman had the chance to rip off another crescendo that

would bring the house down and the audience to its feet, Teddy introduced
me.

Albert, please meet Cynthia Powell, Ginny Browne and Mary Tag,”
introduced Teddy. “Ladies, Dr. Moran here will be one of your instructors at
the Art College this year.”

The three women greeted me in a shy and demure fashion.
“Pleased to meet you, ladies,” I said.
“You’re a Yank!” they almost shouted as one in perfect harmony.
“Americans are very much ‘in’, old man,” explained Teddy, patting me

on the back. “Enjoy it while it lasts.”



“Where are you from?” asked the one named Ginny Browne who
happened to be the cutest.”

“Chicago.”
“Home of the blues,” she said knowingly.
“Do you swing to R and B, sir?” asked Mary Tag, a tall, gangling thing.
“Is that something like C and W?” I said dumbly.
“Rhythm and Blues,” Teddy clued me in, adding, “its’ almost as big as

C and W in this city.”
“Oh sure, I dig R and B.”
“Are you wild for R and B?” asked Ginny Browne.
“Sure thing,” I lied. I only liked the sound in a mild way but I kept that

to myself because I didn’t want to lose my audience. I actually preferred
jazz and said as much. “Jazz is another form of Negro music. I love it.”

“All that horn tooting business doesn’t go well with us Scousers,”
Ginny said with a curl of contempt on her lips.

“Do you like Rock n Roll?” I asked in hopes of regaining her good
graces. I wondered if the Brits called it R and R.

“It is gear!” she roared.
“Yes, it’s becoming very popular in America,” I put in. Like R and B, I

only had a mild interest in the current Rock and Roll scene. Actually, my
brothers Pete and Frank were bigger fans than I was.

“Did you bring along any records with you?” asked Ginny, who
impressed me with her shapely body, pretty brunette hair, and the impish
smile that played across her sassy face. To me the girl was sexy, even if her
white socks were drooping. While the other two were reserved, this girl
seemed to be very bold. She also appeared to know her music very well.

“Yes, I bought along some to keep me from being homesick.”
“Do you have any Little Richard?”
“I have one or two of his records. My brother Pete dragged me off to

one of his concerts. I think he’s more energetic than Elvis. He’s certainly
more powerful than a lot of those sappy white guys like Pat Boone and
Perry Como.”

Mr. Whitman sang a few more songs.
Ginny turned around in her seat to ask, “Which records do you have of

Little Richard’s?”
“Let’s see: Long Tall Sally; Jenny, Jenny; Lucille; and some others. He’s

pretty keen but he’s no threat to Beethoven.”



“Ah, roll over Beethoven,” Ginny jested to the amusement of the others.
“There’s no respect for the masters of the classical music in Liverpool,”

noted Teddy.
“Do you like Buddy Holly?” asked Mary Tag, ignoring Teddy’s remark.
“Yeah, he’s cool. My brother Frank cried when Buddy died in that plane

crash in Iowa.”
“Many people cried in Liverpool as well, like me bloke,” put in the one

named Cynthia, who was also a pretty lass.
“Do you have any Fats Domino?” cut in Ginny.
“You should all come and look for yourself.”
“Is that official like, Dr. Moran? No fooling’? It’ll be dodgy if we show

up unexpected like to take up your offer.”
“Yeah, it’s official.”
“It won’t be cheeky of me showing up on your doorsteps and asking for

a peek at your labels?”
I realized she was now speaking for my ears only, her voice being low,

soft and teasing.
“Please come by. It’s only a short walk from here,” I said, relieved

Teddy was involved in a conversation with the other two.
“Why don’t you show me the records now, darling? Come on, then, let’s

have a look now. Wot da you say, huh?”
“But,” I slurred, “what about the show here?”
“Don’t act so knackered, there’ll be other shows.”
Without so much as a ‘goodbye’ to the others, Ginny dragged me out of

the music hall. Many young teenagers in black leather jackets were loitering
around outside. The miniature James Deans snorted when they saw the
pretty coed dragging along an older man who was at least twice her age.

“Steady now, guv,” called out one of the toughs as the others laughed
on.

“Gin, give the poor auld bloke a running start, eh?”
“Now daughter be gentle with me da, will you?”
“Hey granddad, ye sure ye still got the stuff?”
“Got the spunk, old punk?”
They were only teasing, so I snarled back in my smartass street voice,

“time to go home to bed kiddies.”
They exchanged surprised glances as if my accent had thrown them off

course for a moment.



“No hard feelings, then, Yank,” called out the one who had started it all.
“No hard feelings, men!” I called back into the night as I was being

pulled along by Ginny who had been aloof throughout the heckling.
“They’re only having one on you; taking the piss out of you, as it’s

called here. No need to tarry over their likes. Please think of your status.
Don’t flip out over a slagging.”

“I am only dishing it right back to them. Besides, what’s the hurry? My
records aren’t going anywhere.”

“But I am, luv. The night is short and I can’t be larking about when
there are so many places to go and people to see.”

“You’re more popular than the Queen,” I teased.
“Quite so!”
The conversation died as we reached a set of street lights. Several large

trucks rumbled past.
“We call them lorries over here, not trucks,” observed Ginny. “And they

run on petrol, not gasoline.”
“You know much about America. Have you visited it?”
“I have never left Liverpool, but two of my uncles are Cunard Yanks.”
“Where do these Cunard guys come from?”
“You’re like a lost child in the woods when it comes to our native

tongue, aren’t you?” she said with a delightful laugh that I had already
begun to relish.

“Help me out of the woods, auntie.”
“A Cunard Yank is a Liverpool sailor who has been to America several

times on English ships from the Cunard line. Sometimes they even spend
some time in your country, usually somewhere on the eastern seaboard.
Uncle Bobby, me Mum’s wee brother, has been to Boston, Philadelphia and
New York. He likes New York the best. Do you like it?”

“Chicago is better.”
“No, that isn’t fair because it’s your home. Besides, I don’t know

anything about it. Is it very big?”
“Chicago is our second biggest city.”
“Hey, Liverpool is the second largest village in the U.K., leastways

England. Is Chicago bigger than Liverpool?”
“I believe so,” I answered, “but I like the smaller towns in Wisconsin

better because they’re very beautiful. They’re only a few hours north of
Chicago.”



“Don’t you mean duller?”
Before I could respond she cut me off by pulling up in front of a rather

rundown pub with a tattered old sign that read Ye Old Crackle swinging
above the entrance.

“Fancy buying me a pint, professor? If you’re hard up, I can stand you a
few.”

“I have money,” I almost snapped her head off. “I’m wondering if
you’re old enough to go inside of a pub.”

Ginny laughed and tugged me into the place, hailing the bartender with
a hearty greeting as she steered us over to empty seats at the bar. The joint
was smoky but homey, the epitome of an English pub. From the looks of
the customers, I surmised that the Ye Old Crackle catered to students from
the Art College. The place had more than its share of turtleneck sweaters
and beards. Ginny, who appeared to be well-known, greeted more than a
few people, mostly men, in that hearty fashion of hers.

“Black and Tan OK with you?” she asked, waving down a bartender.
“I’ll take a beer.”
“What do you think I’m on about here, then? A Black and Tan is bloody

beer. Yank, you see, it’s a drink that is half stout and half lager. But then I
suppose you don’t drink Guinness Stout in America.”

“It’s Irish beer, isn’t it?”
“There you go, luv...I mean professor. Maybe it’s from Dublin and that

is indeed an Irish place, although I’m terrible at me geography.”
“Yeah, Dublin is in Ireland. See, I’m already teaching you things.”
“Squire Clancy, two pints of the Black and Tan. It’s the Yank’s first pull

of the stout.”
“Nah, I’ve had it before on St. Patrick’s Day.”
“You celebrate that day, do you? Will ye be of Irish blood yourself, Dr.

Moran?”
“Most of the people in Liverpool have Irish blood. We belong in the

Republic rather than in the United Kingdom”
“Are you Irish?”
“I’m completely English, but the family bloodline is from Ireland.

Being Irish in England isn’t anything all that unusual.”
“Do you know what the capital of Ireland is, Yank?” Squire Clancy

asked in a friendly manner.
“Dublin.”



“Wrong you are, begging your pardon. It’ll not be your Dublin fair city
where the girls are so pretty. It’s ratty Liverpool, it is. There’s more
bleeding Irish here than anywhere in Ireland, including Dublin.”

The pints arrived.
“First one is on Squire Clancy, Yank! God bless you!” announced the

bartender.
I toasted the bartender and took a gulp. It was strong but I liked it

instantly. The sharp taste ringing inside of my mouth assured me I was
finally in England. Black and Tans became my biggest addiction from that
point on. Ginny was rapidly becoming my second addiction.

“Let’s have another go at it, shall we luv?” asked Ginny, squeezing my
arm when our drinks were drained.

The rounds came and went. The place became noisier and smokier as
the evening progressed. Somewhere along the way a young man wearing a
black leather jacket and horn-rimmed glasses pulled out an acoustic guitar
and began to sing My Bonnie on top of a tiny stage. My brother Pete, a mere
novice himself, could play better than that bespectacled youth after only
three lessons. The voice was something else: a powerful, rugged voice with
a raw scratch to it that somehow sliced through every word and sewed it up
again into one piece of fine silk.

“Who’s this guy?” I asked Ginny. “He’s kind of good.”
“You mean Johnny?” she responded. “Don’t tell him he’s good because

the swine already thinks he’s a cross between Buddy Holly and Jesus
Christ. Cheeky bastard he is, alright.”

“The glasses explain Buddy, but Jesus Christ too?”
“He’s a terrible lad, that one...but he’s really a sweetie pie all the same.

Be wary of him, Dr. Moran, he’s one of your students at the Arty and he
eats instructors up with his morning kippers...that’s if he shows up for
classes.”

For the better part of an hour this Johnny terror sang a sequence of
songs ranging from Irish folk to American pop, from English dancehall to
Negro R and B. There were also a few songs that I guess he had composed
himself. I thought the lad had the most interest in Rock n Roll, for that’s
when his numbers rippled with energy.

In between sets I slurred into Ginny’s ear: “Shall I buy this guy a
brew?”



“He calls lager a bloody brew! Ha! How Yankee! Yes, please do, but
you may not be able to shake him after, for he’s a right sponge.”

I ordered a pint of lager for this Johnny and left it on the table beside the
stage as he performed Good Golly Miss Molly. He never blinked an eyelash
though he had seen me.

“Pretty cocky,” I declared as I retook my seat.
“He’ll warm up to you soon enough, seeing that you’re a friendly sort of

chap. All you Yanks are friendly, aren’t you?”
“Let me buy another round, Miss Browne.”
“At school you can call me ‘Miss Browne’, but in a pub you can call me

anything you wish as long as you’re buying, but I like being called Gin or
Ginny. You must think me an awful bird pulling you here like this and
getting you to treat.”

“I don’t much care, Gin, but I’m wondering what the big shots at the Art
College would say if they heard I had been drinking with one of my cuter
female students. Things like this don’t further one’s career. And call me Al
when we’re not at the college.”

“Don’t be so square, Al. Nobody at the Arty cares about your social
life.”

Right when I was at the point of saying I had had my fill Johnny, the
singer slapped me on the back, shouting “Thanks for the dram, mate.”

“You’re welcome, man. I like your stuff.”
“It isn’t me stuff, granddad. If you knew your pop you’d recognize

Elvis, Buddy and Little Richard. I haven’t written anything that
smashing...yet.”

“I like the kick you put into it.”
“Are you a Yank?”
“I am an American.”
“Must be just off the bloody ship, so you’re a music fucking critic or

what?”
“Guess again John, luv. He’s a new professor at the Arty,” cut in Gin.
“What’s that, then? Are ye having me on then, Gin, darling? A fucking

professor in the flesh! That is just crazy, daddio!”
“He’s Dr. Al Moran from Chicago.”
“Mr. Al Capone from Chicago,” snorted Johnny, I wasn’t sure I liked

the boy or not. Surely, he was fascinating, this cross between Buddy and
Jesus...or was he a cross between Elvis and Andy Capp? But he was a very



formidable young man with a forbidding air about him. He appeared to be
ready to jump down my throat at the slightest provocation. For his part
perhaps he was intrigued by me while feigning a bored air.

“My name is Dr. Al Moran, not Mr. Al Capone.”
“Sounds like the name of a bloody gangster to me. All you Yanks are

probably in the Mafia.”
“My great uncle was Bugs Moran, who was Capone’s biggest rival

during prohibition,” I joked, connecting my name to that of another one of
Chicago’s famous beer barons in the 1920s.

“Bugs Bunny, you say? Now you’re a rabbit. Do you like your carrots
cooked or raw, doc?”

“I like them far away from drunk assholes who can’t play the guitar for
shit.”

“What’s that, then?”
“Oh John, have done with it and be civil for crying out loud. And after

this gent stood you a round and him only arrived in town. It’s a long shot
more than you’ll ever do for him, John Lennon.”

“There’s where you’re wrong Gin, my dear heart. I’m sure the Yank will
benefit in the long run when I make me way to the topper-most of the
popper-most. He’ll find me right pleasant when I’m on the top.”

The shouting made me lose my way during this fast Liverpudlian
repartee. I sulked into silence before offering a rather nasty, “So you see
yourself as a big shot singer Johnny?”

“Mister to you!”
“Mr. Lemmon,” I snapped back. “You’re a fucking piece of Limey

fruit.”
Gin burst out laughing at my remark but this Lennon only glared a

moment before slamming down his empty glass and stamping back to his
chair on the stage. I decide in favor of a quick truce so I talked Gin into
carrying over another pint to Lennon. Without a word he grabbed the pint
and chugged it in one gulp.

“He’s not too mad,” Gin whispered to me when she sat down again.
“Before I start me next set,” John growled into the mike, “And before

Mr. Al Bugs Moran Dr. Capone Bunny gets a knee trembler from Missy
Ginny Brownie Browne Bunny, his wife, I’d like for the yank to come up
here and give us a song from the land of Frito Corn Chips, or is that the



Land of the Free...bumblebee...b...buttocks? Oh well, come on up Al
Moran.”

What it all meant was over my whirling head except that several arms
steered me up to the stage.

“Have a bit of a sing song for our pleasure Al,” John said neatly.
“Hooray for the Yank!” Clancy the bartender shouted.
“Swing, professor, swing,” encouraged Gin somewhere out there among

the staring faces.
My mind flickered blank until I remembered the Woody Guthrie

number, This Land is Your Land, a tune I had heard many times by the
folkies in Old Towne. I was afraid I’d forget the words, but I was
profoundly relieved when John as well as the audience sang along. The
audience was familiar with the song. When the song concluded I was
dismissed from the tiny stage with a curt nod of John’s head.

“Do you like that Lennon?” I asked Gin as we walked towards my tiny
apartment. Having noticed my drunken condition, she had offered to walk
me home. I used my drunkenness as an excuse to lean against her.

“He’s a loveable swine, that’s what all of us girls at the Arty say about
him. Mind you, many people detest him. He can be a right bully when he
has a mind to. But really, he’ll grow on you, given time.”

“But don’t warts grow on you too,” I cracked.
“What’s all this, then?”
“Topper-most of the popper-most! He talked strangely. I don’t know

much about his artwork but he does have a poetic ring to him.”
“I think he does a bit of writing as well.”
“He never said anything about his drawing.”
“Maybe you won’t fancy his stuff. It gives one an ill feeling. You’ll see

for yourself soon enough. As for being an artist maybe he’s not much of one
with brushes, oils, paints and such. But I reckon he’s an artist right enough
when it comes to music. Did you dig his Buddy specs?”

“John Lennon wears Buddy specs! Ha! I thought as much. At least he
has the right look.”

“Johnny hates glasses but he’ll wear them if Buddy is on his mind and
he needs some encouragement to rock.”

“What’s a knee trembler?”
She began to lose herself in laughter. I started to laugh myself when I

saw the tears streaming down her face.



“That terrible, terrible boy,” she gasped in between burst of laughter,
“saying such a naughty thing in front of all those people.”

“Well, what is a knee trembler?” I persisted, anticipating the worst.
“I’ll show you if you promise not to tell a soul,” Ginny said coyly, her

voice suddenly taking on a wicked tone.
“OK, I promise.”
Once again, this young English woman took me by the hand and took

charge of things, this time guiding me into a dark and deserted alley. My
mind began to clear somewhat when she reached for my belt.

“Up against the wall, gently then,” she instructed.
“Like this?” I pondered; my attempt clumsy and drunken.
“Are your knees trembling yet, luv?” she asked after a short while.
“Why yes, they are...wow!”
As the two of us pressed against the wall one could almost imagine the

old brick itself flaking into thousands of tiny bits and pieces. Now having
learned what a knee trembler was, I would soon learn that the flaking of the
building was called Liverpool dandruff.

“We never had a chance to listen to your records, luv,” cooed Gin.
“We’ll make it another time.”



CHAPTER 3
I can’t say that having sexual intercourse with a student is a very good idea
no matter how lovely and willing she happens to be. I tried to rationalize it
by reminding myself that Ginny was of legal age and probably only about
five or six years younger. Still, there was the raging thought that my
behavior was unethical and immoral. However the memory of my first
English knee trembler had left me delighted as well as horrified as I entered
the Liverpool College of Art to begin my first day as an art instructor.

The college was a tumbled down old place made up of grime stone and
sickly coated plaster, something deserving of destruction by Hitler’s air war.
The place reminded me of the battered high schools in the Negro section of
the South Side of Chicago. I had the feeling I was starring in a seedy black
and white 1930s British movie, one where most Americans couldn’t
understand the accent and thought it too boring. I only hoped I was going to
be the good guy in the script.

My first class began at nine so I timed it where I would walk into the
room at just about nine too. It was my intention to keep the students waiting
in a bit of suspense, wondering who their art history professor would be. I
had also learned from previous experience that it was almost a universal
tradition that students be allowed to show up late for the first day of class,
so I wanted to be a tad late to allow the slowpokes a few extra minutes to
get in their seats to save me the annoyance of looking at people strolling in
after the bell had rung.

Gulping a final sip of water at the fountain I realized I was stalling
because I was nervous and trying to avoid that first plunge into the water.
Putting on my best Joe Cool look, my stomach nearly to the bursting point
with butterflies, I stepped into the classroom.

“Just let them get used to you, Al, lad, on the first day,” Teddy had
advised me. “Give them a chance to have a looksee. I wager they’ll warm
up to you soon enough.”

I felt the sensations that Glenn Ford must have had when he stepped
into the classroom full of black leathered rowdy students in the movie, A
Black Board Jungle. People who have never taught before can’t understand
the anxiety all teachers experience on the first day of class. I almost
expected an eraser to be tossed at my head. Instead, I was greeted by the



essentially friendly, if curious faces of roughly thirty students. I began to
feel somewhat better knowing my students weren’t New York punks.

“Good morning class. I’m Dr. Moran and I will be your lecturer in Art
History for this term. Oh, by the way, if you think I’m talking funny it’s not
because I’m from Birmingham,” I cracked, trying hard not to notice Gin,
who was trying to go unnoticed in the back of the classroom.

There was delighted laughter.
“And I’m not a Cockney from London, either.”
More laughter filled the lecture hall.
“I’m an American from Chicago who will be teaching here at your

college for the next two years.”
Their curiosity appeared to grow as did their smiles. I knew I was off to

a good start as I picked up the class roster and began to take roll.
“Anderson.”
“Here I am, sir.”
“Browne.”
“Right over here, Dr. Moran.”
It was a relief to not hear her say, “Over here, luv.”
“Carricker.”
“Aye.”
“Furlong.”
“Present, sir.”
“Lennon.”
There was no response from the class.
“Mr. John Lennon,” I repeated.
There was still no answer.
“Mr. Lennon isn’t here on the first day of classes?” I asked, frowning

down at the name on the roster.
“Begging your pardon, Dr. Moran,” called a pretty blonde who I

recognized as Cynthia Powell, one of the girls I had met with Gin at the
Slim Whitman concert.

“What is it, miss?”
“Johnny, I mean Mr. Lennon will probably not be here today. He’s sick.

Headache, I should think. Sorry, sir.”
Several snickers greeted Cynthia’s remark.
“Sir, he probably won’t be here all week,” added a dark handsome

fellow.



“Or all term, for that matter,” tossed in Gin.
“I take it this Mr. Lennon is somewhat of a slacker?” I asked with good

humor. “Ah yes, I think I’ve heard of him before.” I pretended to think,
wondering if I should mention that I heard him singing in a pub.

“Maybe you have smelled the rotter, sir,” one woman said sharply. “He
smells like fish n chips, that one does.”

“Hangs all over him, that.”
“It does not, you terrible liars,” cried out Cynthia, turning red in the

face. Ah so, this was Lennon’s girlfriend!
“Sorry, Cynthia, we all know you love our John,” said a very goofy

looking lad, bringing on more high jinks from the others and a hard glare
from Cynthia.

“Well, our John may be a slacker, but he can sure rock n roll,” I said.
By the mentioning of the expression ‘rock n roll’ I had managed to win

back the attention of my audience.
“Mohammed,” I started on the roll again.
“Aye, aye, Captain Moran,” called out the dark lad.
“Mason.”
“Here.”
“Powell.”
“Yes, sir, I’m here.”
After roll it seemed I had just enough time to make some desultory

remarks on the early history of art and to give a brief outline of the course
structure.

“Class dismissed.”
As I walk down the hallway to my next class I was joined by Geoff

Mohammed, the dark looking chap who I took to be an Arab, Tony
Carricker and Gerry Marsden. Their burning good nature and genuine
interest in me made me relax. For the first time I was delighted to actually
be a teacher in England.

“I say, Dr. Moran, do you dig rock n roll?” asked Geoff.
“I love it.”
Since being in Liverpool I realized the tremendous influence American

music had upon the youth of Britain and I intended to use that interest to my
advantage.

“Who’s your favorite?” asked Tony.



“Elvis, of course; he’s the King,” I responded, echoing a thousand
headlines.

“Maybe that,” said the one named Marsden, only partially agreeing with
me. “But look out Elvis, Buddy Holly almost closed in on your Buddy
would have won by now except he got himself killed and all.”

“Go on now, Gerry, you’re being daft.”
“Am I, then?”
“What’s your favorite spin, Dr. Moran?”
“Sorry.”
“Disc,” he answered.
“Record, like,” explained Marsden.
I reached for a title and replied “Jailhouse Rock.”
My answer apparently satisfied my new mates. We all would have liked

to have carried on the conversation but the next class was to begin.
I recognized several of my students from the earlier class, including Gin

and Cynthia. I did basically the same introduction as before only modifying
it to acknowledge my previous class and exchanging my stray remarks
about art history for the ones about illustration. Once again Lennon was
listed on the roster but absent from class.

Halfway through the period a terrible din suddenly rang out in the
hallway, sounding like a sea chantey by a drunken sailor painting the town
red on his shore leave.

The voice sang:
“Sugar in the morning
Sugar in the evening
Sugar at suppertime.”
Several of the students looked aghast. Cynthia blushed noticeably and

literally buried her head in the notebook. Tony and Geoff exchanged soft
chuckles. Marsden winked at me and smiled apologetically. I caught the eye
of Gin who soundlessly mouthed the name, “Lennon.”

On the silent ‘N’, as if following a script and answering a cue, John
Lennon, the arty bad boy stepped into the room in what smelled like the
clothes he had been wearing on the previous Saturday night. His aroma
indeed was that of fish n chips, along with the mixed fragrances of beer,
sweat and the past of Liverpool. It immediately assaulted and insulted the
noses of everybody present with the possible exception of Cynthia.

“Bless me soul if it isn’t Mr. Al Capone from Chicago.”
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